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Abstract. We investigate the ground states of infinite quantum lattice systems.
It is shown in particular that a positive energy operator is associated with these
states.

1. Introduction
In a series of recent papers1 a new approach has been developped for
the study of the equilibrium states of infinite systems in statistical
mechanics2. Classical and quantum lattice systems, and classical continuous systems of particles with hard cores have been considered their
equilibrium states at temperature T φ 0 have been investigated. The
present note describes the zero temperature states, i.e. the ground states,
of the same systems.
Many of the results which we shall present have proofs similar to and
simpler than already published proofs for the case T Φ 0. We shall omit
these proofs, and present therefore a list of theorems mostly without
proofs. It will be remarked however that our results about the ground
state are not special cases of results for f Φ O , and that some of them
have in fact no obvious counterpart at T Φ 0.
2. Infinite Volume Limit for the Ground State

It will be convenient to work with quantum lattice systems, but the
results obtained in this section extend to classical lattice gases and
classical continuous systems of particles with hard cores (see Footnote 1).
We let Jf be a complex Hubert space with finite dimension and ^ x
a copy of Jf at each point x of the "lattice" Zv. For finite Λc%v> let

1
See ROBINSON and RUELLE [8], GALLAVOTTI and MIRACLE [2], RUELLE [10],
LANFORD and ROBINSON [5], ROBINSON [7], GALLAVOTTI and MIRACLE [3], LAN-

FORD and ROBINSON [6]. A general treatment is also given in a forthcoming hook [11].
2
Some of the ideas involved appear already in RUELLE [9] and FISHER [1],
23*
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and let %lΛ be the algebra of all bounded operators onJ$?(A).IίΛ n A' — 0
we identify %A with a subalgebra of ^ΛKJΛ' by i - > i ® 1, and let 2ί
v
be the norm completion of the union of all 9iΛ. If a £ Z , there is a natural
isomorphism £/?x-> 3ή?x + a, hence a natural isomorphism 34?(A)
-> J4?(Λ + a); there is thus a natural isomorphism %lΛ~> 21^ + α for each
/I and an automorphism τ α of the (7*-algebra 2ί extending all of these.
v
The ra give a representation of Z in aut 21.
v
We define now an interaction Φ as a function of finite subsets of Z
such that
(a) Φ(0) = O,
(b) Φ(X) is a self-adjoint element of $ίχ,
(c)

With respect to the norm given by (d) the interactions form a real Banach
space 33. The Hamiltonian HΛ(Φ) corresponding to the finite region
A C1V is defined by
HΛ(Φ)=
Σ Φ(*)
XCΛ

We let HΛ(Φ) be the lowest eigenvalue of HΛ(Φ) and

It is readily seen that EΛ(.) is concave on 33 and, if Φ, Ψ ζ 93,
(1)

\EΛ(Φ)-EΛ(Ψ)\^\\Φ-Ψ\\.
3

Theorem 1. // A -> oo in the sense of VAN HOVE , the following limit
exists for every Φ ξ 33
lim EΛ(Φ)^E(Φ)

.

The proof may be obtained by standard arguments (see [2] or [11]).
Remark. If we define
PΛ(Φ)

= N(Λ)~ι log T r , ^ ) exp [-

P(Φ)=

lim

HΛ(Φ)],

PΛ(Φ),

/I—>oo

then
lim [- TPίT-1

Φ)Ί = jgf(Φ) .

This follows from the continuity of TP^T'1
Φ) in Φ uniformly in T, Λ.
Before stating further results, we introduce a number of definitions.
3

We say that A tends to infinity in the sense of VAN HOVE (and we write
A -> oo) if, for every finite XC Zv, NiΛ)*1 NX(Λ) tends to zero; here NX(Λ) is the
number of points x £ Zv such that x -j- X ([ Λ, (x + X) Γ\ A =(= 0.
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For each Φ ζ 93 we let Vφ be the subset of the dual 93* of 93 constituted
by those elements α such that, for all Ψ £ 93,
E(Φ+Ψ)^

(2)

E{Φ) + oc(Ψ) .

The set Vφ is convex and weakly closed in 93*. Since βE(Φ) = E(β Φ)
for β ^ 0, (2) implies that for all Ψ
E(Ψ)^

(3)

<x(Ψ)

hence VΦC F o . From (1) and (3) we get ||α|| ^ 1, therefore (by AlaogluBourbaki) Vφ is weakly compact. Let D C 93 be the set of those Φ such
that Vφ is reduced to a point α φ , i.e. such that the graph of E(.) has
a unique tangent plane at (Φ, E(Φ)). It is known that D is a Baire set 4
and therefore dense in 93.
Let I be the set of translationally invariant states on 21, i.e. of those
states a such that, for all a ζZv, A £21
σ(τaA) = σ(A) .
Given a state a on 21, for each finite XdZv
density matrix σ(X) such that
σ{A) = Trjr(X)σ{Z)A

if

there is a uniquely defined
^621^.

The family (σ(X)) determines σ. To each Φ ζ 23 we associate Aφ £ 2t by
A =

v

then ||^4φ|| ^ ||Φ||. To every σ ζ / there corresponds an element ωσ of 93*
ωσ(Φ) = σ(4 φ ) = Σ

N(X)^Tv^mσ(X)

Φ(X) .

(4)

Let σ^ be the orthogonal projection corresponding to the eigenvalue
HΛ(Φ) °f HΛ(Φ), divided by the multiplicity of this eigenvalue5. The
"expectation value in the ground state of HΛ(Φ)" for a (finite) region
X C Zv is defined by a matrix aφΛ (X) in #P (X) such that
φ

(Tτ^(ΛΣ)σ
σAX)==

\o

Λ

if
if

ICi
idi.

Averaging over lattice translations we define also

Notice that, if Ψ ζ 93,

4

I.e. Ώ contains a countable intersection of dense open sets in 93.
Alternatively, one could define σj as the projection on any eigenvector of
Hyi(Φ) corresponding to the eigenvalueHQΛ(Φ); this would not change the results
described below.
5

23 a
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Using also

N(Λ) EΛ(Φ + Ψ) ^ T r ^ d ) σφΛHΛ(Φ + Ψ)
=

N(Λ)EΛ(Φ)-hTv^(Λ)

we find

EΛ(Φ + ψ) ^ EΛ{Φ) -f 2^ -ΛΓ(^)~1 T r ^ , ^ σ^(Z) ^ ( Z ) .
Theorem 2. (a) If Φ ζD, then the following limit exists
lim δ%{X) = σφ{X)
e σφ (X) are the density matrices associated with a state σφ £ /
ωσ = α φ .
(b) jFor allΦ £%>
E{Φ)=
inίσ(Aφ)
φ

and if Φ ζ D , thenE(Φ) = σφ(Aφ).
(c) TΛe ?napping ω : / -> 33* defined by (4) ^ α^ α / ^ e homeomorphism
of I onto F 0 6 . /w particular, if Φ ζD, then σφ is an extremal point of I
(Zv~ergodic state).
The proofs of (a) and (b) follow from standard arguments 7 . To prove
(c), notice first that, since ω is affine and (weakly) continuous, ωl is
convex and compact. By (b), ωl C Vo. Furthermore, (b) shows that every
closed half-space in 33* (with the weak topology) which contains all
ωσφ (with Φ ζD) contains also F o , hence ωl Z>VQ. Therefore ωl = F o .
Since ω is continuous, and injective by (4), ω is a homeomorphism 8 .
It is possible in a number of cases to determine explicitly the ground
state corresponding to an interaction Φ. By looking at examples of
continuous one-dimensional systems of particles with hard cores, the
reader will convince himself that E(Φ) is not in general a piecewise
analytic function of the chemical potential.
Remarks, (a) Let Φ £ 93, from any sequence (Λn) tending to infinity,
one can extract a subsequence (Λa) such that
lim oφΛ (X) = σ(X)

<x~>oo

&

where the σ {X) are the density matrices associated with a state σ ζ ω'1
6

Vφ.

This result may be derived from the analysis given in [6]. Conversely, it
implies that if α 6 33* satisfies α(.) ^ P{>), then α £ ωl,
7
See for instance [11]. Notice in fact that, once we know that E(Φ) ^ o(Aφ)
for all σ 6 I, Φ £ 33, it suffices to prove (b) for Φ £ D (because D is dense in 33 and
||cr|| = 1). Assuming Φ ξ D, (b) follows thus from
σφ(Aφ) = lim

Σ N(X)-1 Tτjr(Λ) oφΛ{X) Φ{X)

= lim N(Λ)-*Trjr(Λ)σ%HΛ(Φ)
Λ —>oo

= lim N(Λ)~* H°Λ(Φ) = E(Φ).
Λ—>-oo

This proof shows in fact that / is the closed convex hull of {σφ: Φ £ D}.
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φ

(b) Let ρ be a T = 1 equilibrium state corresponding to Φ [i.e.
φ
ρ £ / and P ( Φ + Ψ) ^ P(Φ) - ρ ( ^ ) for all ^ £ 93]. If Φ ζ D, then
φ

τ lφ

lim ρ -

φ

= σ.

(c) Let 93O be the space of finite range interactions, i.e. of those Φ ζ 93
such that Φ (X) = 0 except for finitely many X 3 0. Let also 23X be any
Banach space such that 93OC931C93, the norm H*^ of 93X is larger than
the norm || || of 23 and 23O is dense in 93X. Then, D r\ ^&λ is a Baire set
in 95X and Theorem 2 remains true with 33, 93* replaced by 931? 93* and
Ώ by D r\ 93 r
3. Time Evolution
In this section we use in an essential manner the quantum nature of
our lattice system, and the results obtained have no interesting counterpart for classical systems.
Following Remark (c) of Section 2, we introduce a Banach space 93!
with

l|Φ||i= Σ \\Φ(X)\\exp(N(X)-l).
X30

The following result then holds.
Theorem 39 . // Φ ζ 931? 21 has a one-parameter group of automorphisms
x : R -» aut 21 such that, if A ζ 21,
ϊtA=

lim e ι t H Λ< φ U

uniformly on compact t-intervals &ere /ί tends to infinity in the sense that
it eventually contains any finite subset of Zp. If A ζ Qix> X finite, the function t -> τtA extends to a function A(z) analytic in the strip

{z : |Imz|< (2 1 <%)-i}
1

with values in 21; for \z\ < (2 HΦJIJ)- we have the convergent expansion
00

A(z)=

Σ inlτ\

n

ί

Σ ••• Σ

We can now formulate our main result
Theorem 4. Let Φ ζ 93X αw^ σ £ ω " 1 F φ .
(a) TΛe state a is invariant under time evolution i.e., for all A ζ 21,
(b) T^e GeΓfand-Segal construction applied to a yields a Hilbert space
§ , a representation π of 21 in ξ), a normalized vector Ω ζ ί ) cyclic with
respect to π (21) and a strongly continuous one-parameter group t -> £7 (£) o/
9
This is a slightly strengthened version (see [11]) of a theorem due to ROBINSON
[7], see also [4], [12].
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unitary operators in § such that for all A ζ 21,
σ(A) = (Ω,π(A)Ω),
ϋ(t)π(A)U(-t)

=

π(τtA),

ϋ{t)Ω = Ω.
Let Q be the unbounded self-adjoint operator such that
U(t) = ei^t
then the spectrum of Q is contained in {q: q ^ 0}.
We prove only the last statement and we assume first that Φ £ D so
that σ = σφ. Let A, B £ 2ly. In view of Theorem 2 (a) and Theorem 3
we have, uniformly on compact intervals of t when A -> oo in the sense
of VAN HOVE,

= lim
= lim tf (Λ)-i

Σ

T

*><Λ) σSτ^B* exp [i

Therefore, if 99 is a smooth function with compact support,
(π(B)Ω,φ(Q)π(A)Ω)
= lim tf(/l)-i 2:

Tr^^σSr.B* <?[^(Φ) - H°Λ(Φ)] τxA .

In particular, if the support of φ is contained in {q: q < 0}, then
9? (Q) = 0, proving that the spectrum of Q is contained in {q : q ^ 0}. The
extension of this result to all Φ ζ ^ and a ζ ω~λ VΦ can be obtained by
a technique described in [6].
Remark. In view of Theorem 4, the ground state expectation values
have a number of properties in common with the vacuum expectation
values in relativistic quantum field theory. In particular, the function
/(f!,..., fn) defined by
f(tv

t 2 - t v . . . , t n - i n _j) = σ{AQ τti Aλ. . . τtn An)

is the boundary value of a function F(ζv . . ., ζn) analytic in

/7{C,:Imf,>0}.
i=l
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